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Resumen: Partiendo del debate sobre la definicio´n de para´frasis, este trabajo in-
tenta clarificar lo que las personas consideran como para´frasis. El experimento
realizado parte de una de las distintas campan˜as que generan cada an˜o grandes
cantidades de datos validados, susceptibles de ser reutilizados con diferentes fines.
En este art´ıculo se describe con detalle un me´todo simple –fundamentado en re-
conocimiento de patrones y operaciones de insercio´n y eliminacio´n–, capaz de extraer
una importante cantidad de para´frasis de corpora de Pregunta–Respuesta evaluados.
Se muestra adema´s la evaluacio´n realizada por expertos del corpus obtenido. Este
trabajo ha sido realizado para el espan˜ol.
Palabras clave: Extraccio´n de para´frasis, corpus de Pregunta–Respuesta,
definicio´n de para´frasis
Abstract: Basing on the debate around the definition of paraphrase, this work
aims to empirically clarify what is considered a paraphrase by humans. The ex-
periment accomplished has its starting point in one of the several campaigns that
every year generate large amounts of validated textual data, which can be reused
for different purposes. This paper describes in detail a simple method –based on
pattern–matching and deletion and insertion operations–, able to extract a remark-
able amount of paraphrases from Question Answering assessed corpora. An assess-
ment of the corpus obtained was accomplished by experts, and an analysis of this
process is shown. This work has been developed for Spanish.
Keywords: Paraphrase extraction, Question Answering corpus, paraphrase defini-
tion
1 Introduction
The main idea of the present work is that,
although several definitions of the concept of
paraphrase have been already made, it is still
important to determine what humans under-
stand when they are said to evaluate if a pair
of statements are related by a paraphrase re-
lationship. For this purpose, it was decided
to obtain a corpus containing pairs of state-
ments that could be paraphrases; these pairs
were be assessed by experts in order to deter-
mine if, effectively, there was a paraphrase re-
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lationship between them. In addition, it was
considered that some corpora could success-
fully be reused in order to automatically ex-
tract these pairs of candidates for paraphrase.
The corpus ed was the corpus of assessed an-
swers –in Spanish– from the Question An-
swering (QA) exercise proposed in the 2006
edition of the Cross Language Evaluation Fo-
rum (CLEF). The experiment accomplished
suggests that with such corpus it is viable
to obtain a high amount of paraphrases with
a fully automated and simple process. Only
shallow techniques were applied all along this
work for this first approach. This method in-
creases the set of proposals for paraphrase ob-
tention given until now, for example: (Barzi-
lay and McKeown, 2001) and (Pang et al.,
2003) used text alignment in different ways to
obtain paraphrases; (Lin and Pantel, 2001)
used mutual information of word distribu-
tion to calculate the similarity of expressions,
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(Ravichandran and Hovy, 2002) used pairs
of questions and answers to obtain varied
patterns which give the same answer; and
(Shinyama et al., 2002) obtained paraphrases
by means of named entities found in different
news articles reporting the same event.
In section 2 an overview of the experiment
is given. Section 3 describes all the steps ac-
complished in order to transform the multi-
lingual source corpus in a monolingual cor-
pus of paraphrase candidates, ready to be
assessed. Section 4 describes the activity de-
veloped by the assessors and the results ob-
tained; the problems detected in the process
are listed, with suggestions for its improve-
ment; and, finally, some ideas about what hu-
mans understand under the concept of para-
phrase are outlined. In section 5 some conclu-
sions and proposals for future work are given.
2 The experiment
Every year, QA campaigns like the ones of
the CLEF (Magnini et al., 2006), the Text
REtrieval Conference (TREC) (Voorhees and
Dang, 2005) or the NII–NACSIS Test Collec-
tion for IR Systems (NTCIR) (Fukumoto et
al., 2004) (Kato et al., 2004), generate a large
amount of human–assessed textual corpora.
These corpora, containing validated informa-
tion, can be reused in order to obtain data
that can be well-spent by a wide range of
systems. The idea, given by (Shinyama et
al., 2002), that articles derived from different
newspapers can contain paraphrases if they
report the same event, made us aware of the
fact that in the QA campaign of the CLEF
the participating systems usually obtain sev-
eral answers for a certain question; the an-
swers, taken from a news corpus, are related
by the common theme stated by this ques-
tion. Thus, probably a remarkable number
of these answers will compose one or more
sets of paraphrases. But, is it easy for a
computer program to extract that informa-
tion? This last question motivated a study of
the corpora available after the assessments of
the Question Answering exercise of the CLEF
(QA@CLEF) 2006 campaign. The first ac-
tion accomplished aimed at determine if, by
means of simple techniques, a corpus of can-
didates for paraphrases could be obtained in
a fully automatic way. After it, this corpus
was evaluated by three philologists in order
to detect the exact set of paraphrases ob-
tained, i.e., the candidates that were, efec-
tively, paraphrases; their judgements were
used as a voting to obtain this final set. The
output of this assessment process was used
to try to identify what humans understand
under “paraphrase”.
3 Building a corpus for the
experiment
One of the objectives of the experiment was
to determine the best way to obtain a para-
phrase corpus from a QA assessed corpus us-
ing shallow techniques. It was accomplished
as described in the following subsections.
3.1 The multilingual source corpus
The assessment process of the QA@CLEF
produces a multilingual corpus with its re-
sults. This QA corpus contains, for every lan-
guage involved in the exercise, the following
data: the questions proposed, all the answers
given to every question, and the human as-
sessment given to every answer (right, wrong,
unsupported, inexact) (Magnini et al., 2006).
Our idea was to use this corpus as a source
to obtain a paraphrase corpus in Spanish.
3.2 The Spanish corpus
Since the QA@CLEF is a multiple language
campaign and the scope of our experiment
covered only the Spanish language, we ex-
tracted from the source corpus all the ques-
tions and assessed answers in Spanish. Thus,
a monolingual Spanish corpus –which is a
subcorpus of the source one– was ready to be
used. The assessed answers were represented
in the format shown in figure 1; for every
answer there is a record in the file consist-
ing of the following fields, from left to right
and separated by tab blanks: the calification
given by a human assessor, the number of the
question, the identification of the run and the
system, the confidence value, the identifica-
tion of the document that supports the an-
swer, the answer and the snippet from the
indicated document that contains the given
answer.
This format follows the one established for
the QA@CLEF 20061.
3.3 Extraction of validated data
The first action over the Spanish corpus
was to select the records containing at least
one answer assessed as correct. Thus, only
1Guidelines of QA@CLEF 2006:
http://clefqa.itc.it/guidelines.html
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Figure 1: Excerpt of the Spanish corpus.
...
R 0065 inao061eses 1.00 EFE19940520−12031 moneda griega
...GRECIA−MONEDA INTERVENCION BANCO CENTRAL PARA SALVAR DRACMA Atenas
, 20 may (EFE).− El Banco de Grecia (emisor) tuvo que intervernir hoy
, viernes , en el mercado cambiario e inyectar 800 millones de marcos
alemanes para mantener el valor del dracma , moneda griega , tras
la liberacio´n de los movimientos del capital el pasado lunes ....
...
human–validated data were considered for
the experiment. From the 200 questions pro-
posed to the systems participating in the
QA@CLEF 2006, 153 obtained one or more
correct answers by one or more systems.
From every selected record, the answer and
the snippet containing it were extracted, be-
cause all the textual information liable to
contain paraphrases is included into them.
3.4 Data transformation and
selection
After it, every answer was turned into its
affirmative version by means of very simple
techniques, following the initial idea of high
simplicity for this work. First of all, punctu-
ation signs were deleted. The most frequent
ones were ¿ and ?. Next, a list of frecuen-
cies of interrogative formulations in Spanish
was made in order to establish a set of rules
for turning them into the affirmative form.
Two transformation operations were applied
by means of these rules: deletion and inser-
tion. These operations affect only to the ini-
tial words of the questions. Thus, for exam-
ple, if the first words of a question are “quie´n
es”, they must just be deleted for obtain-
ing the affirmative version; but, if the first
words of a question are “que´” + substantive
+ verb, the word “que´” must be deleted and
the word “que” must be inserted after the
substantive and before the verb. Thus, once
deleted the punctuation signs and applied the
previous rule to the question ¿que´ organi-
zacio´n dirige Yaser Arafat? (what organi-
zation leads Yasser Arafat?), its affirmative
form is as follows: organizacio´n que dirige
Yaser Arafat (organization leaded by Yasser
Arafat). Some rules are very easy to obtain,
such as the previous one, but some others
are quite difficult; for example, when a ques-
tion starts with the word cua´ndo (when), it is
not trivial to transform it into an affirmative
form, because several options exist and it is
not possible to decide what is the more ap-
propriate without a semantic analysis. The
question ¿cua´ndo murio´ Stalin? (when did
Stalin dead?) serves to illustrate this sit-
uation; it could be transformed into differ-
ent affirmative forms: fecha en la que murio´
Stalin (date in which Stalin die), momento en
el que murio´ Stalin (moment in which Stalin
died), etcetera. Thus, it was decided to ap-
ply the following rule: if a question starts
with the word cua´ndo, then delete cua´ndo;
therefore, for the present example, the ques-
tion ¿cua´ndo murio´ Stalin? is transformed
intomurio´ Stalin (Stalin died). This was con-
sidered the best approach that could be ob-
tained using only surface techniques. Some
of the 29 rules identified are shown in table
1. This list of rules raises from a research
work over the Spanish corpus described, and
more rules could be identified in future re-
lated works with other corpora.
Once applied the previous rules over the
corpus, it was identified a set of monograms
and bigrams that must be deleted when ap-
pearing at the beginning of the new state-
ments obtained. The monograms are articles
(“el”, “la”, “lo”, “los”, “las”), and the bi-
grams are combinations of the verb “ser” (to
be) followed of an article, for example: “era
el”, “es la”, “fue el”. Thus, for example,
once deleted the punctuation signs, the ap-
plication of rule number 1 from table 1 to the
question ¿que´ es el to´ner? (what is toner?),
we obtained the following statement: el to´ner
(the toner); then, the article “el” is deleted
and the definitive statement is to´ner (toner).
Since the techniques used for turning the
questions into their affirmative form were
only at the lexical level, slightly agrammati-
cal statemens were produced. Anyway, most
of the errors consist of a missing article or
relative pronoun. Nevertheless, a human can
perfectly understand this kind of agrammat-
ical statements and, in addition, a lot of sys-
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Table 1: Some rules identified for automatic conversion into the affirmative form.
# If the first words of the question are: Then:
1 que´ es delete que´ es
2 que´ + substantive + verb delete que´
insert que after the substantive and before the verb
3 a que´ + substantive + verb delete a que´
insert a que after the substantive and before the verb
4 quie´n es delete quie´n es
5 cua´ntos + list of words + verb delete cua´ntos
insert nu´mero de at the beginning
insert que after the list of words and before the verb
6 cua´ndo delete cua´ndo
7 nombre delete nombre
8 de´ delete de´
tems do not consider stopwords (where ar-
ticles and/or relative pronouns are usually
included). These errors can be avoided ap-
plying a morphological analysis; but we pre-
served them, appart from for the sake of sim-
plicity, in order to permit a future study of
the importance of their presence in the cor-
pus. For example: can systems using the cor-
pus accomplish their tasks despite the pres-
ence of some grammatical errors in it? If so,
the morphological analysis could be avoided
for building such kind of corpora. At this
point an interesting suggestion arises: cam-
paigns such the Answer Validation Exercise
(AVE) (Pen˜as et al., 2006), developed for
the first time within the 2006 CLEF, need
an important human effort for transforming
the answers from the associated QA exer-
cise into their affirmative form. Therefore,
the method implemented for this experiment
could e a useful tool for tasks such the AVE.
After turning the questions into there af-
firmative form, a normalization and filter ac-
tion was accomplished over the corpus in or-
der to avoid the frequent phenomenon of hav-
ing a set of equal –or very similar– answers
given by different systems to a determined
question. It consisted of the following steps:
1. Lowercase the affirmative version of all
the questions, and all the answers.
2. Eliminate punctuation signs and parti-
cles such as articles or prepositions at
the beginning and the end of every state-
ment.
3. For the set of normalized answers asso-
ciated to every question, eliminate the
repeated ones and the ones contained by
other. That is, if the string representing
the answer is the same or is a substring
of other string representing the answer
and pertaining to the set of answers for
a determined question, the former one is
eliminated from the set of answers.
After the normalization and filtering, a
first inspection of the corpus obtained was
accomplished in order to determine if more
operations should be done for obtaining para-
phrases. At the beginning it may seem that
little work is to be done with the questions in
affirmative form and the answers. But previ-
ous works on paraphrase detection suggested
that the longest common subsequence of a
pair of sentences could be considered for the
objectives of this work (Bosma and Callison–
Burgh, 2006) (Zhang and Patrick, 2005).
A first set of tests using the longest com-
mon subsequence showed that some anwers
could be exploited to augment the amount
of paraphrases; for example, presidente de
Brasil (president of Brazil) is a reformula-
tion for presidente brasilen˜o (Brazilian presi-
dent) and, if the largest common subsequence
is deleted from both statements, de Brasil (of
Brazil) and brasilen˜o (Brazilian) are the new
statements obtained, and they are a para-
phrase of each other. The problem is that it is
necessary to determine what statements are
good candidates for such operation, and it is
not easy by using simple techniques. In addi-
tion, little examples of this kind were found;
thus, no much information could be added.
This is because this operation was not con-
sidered for the present work.
3.5 What does not work?
The previous idea about deleting the largest
common subsequence from a pair of strings
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in order to find paraphrases made arise the
following intuition: when two texts contain
the same information, if the common words
are deleted, the rest of the words conform
a pair of strings that could –perhaps– be a
pair of paraphrases. The snippets of the cor-
pus were tested to determine if such intuition
was correct. The test consisted of grouping
all the snippets related to every question and,
then, taking every possible pair of snippets
among the ones pertaining to the same group,
deleting the largest common subsequence of
the pair. An examination of the output of
this operation revealed that it was impro-
ductive to obtain paraphrases. At this point
the value for the present work of the previ-
ous labour accomplished by the QA systems
becomes patently clear, because they filter
information from the snippets and virtually
there is no need to treat it “again”. There-
fore it was decided not to use the snippets for
the paraphrase searching, but only the ques-
tions into its affirmative form and the differ-
ent given answers.
3.6 The final corpus
After applying the operations described in
subsection 3.4 over the validated data from
the Spanish subcorpus, the definitive cor-
pus for this work was ready. It consisted of
groups of related statemens; each group con-
tained the affirmative form of a question and
all the different answers obtained from the
participating systems. Giving some numbers,
this corpus shows 87 groups of statemes for
which 1 answer was given to the question, 47
groups with 2 different answers for the ques-
tion, 12 groups with 3 answers, 5 groups with
4 answers, 1 group with 1 answer, no groups
with 6 answers and 1 group with 7 answers.
None of the considered questions (see subsec-
tion 3.3) received more than 7 different an-
swers.
4 Evaluation of the paraphrase
corpus
The final corpus was assessed by three philol-
ogists in order to find real paraphrases among
the candidates.
From every group of related statements in
the corpus, all the possible pairs of state-
ments among those of the group were con-
sidered for evaluation. Thus, from a group of






be evaluated. For the present case, 393 pairs
were produced for evaluation.
The assessors were asked to consider the
context of the statements and to admit some
redundancies between the affirmative form of
the question and its answers. For example,
for the affirmative form of the question “¿Que´
es el Atlantis?” (What is Atlantis?), that is
“Atlantis”, four different answers are associ-
ated:
1. “transbordador estadounidense” (ameri-
can shuttle)
2. “foro mar´ıtimo” (marine forum)
3. “transbordador espacial atlantis” (space
shuttle)
4. “transbordador espacial estadounidense”
(american space shuttle)
As it can be observed, the answer “foro
mar´ıtimo” does not pertain to the same con-
text than the other answers, but “Atlantis”
and “foro mar´ıtimo” were considered a para-
phrase, such as “Atlantis” and “transbor-
dador espacial estadounidense”. But “foro
mar´ıtimo” and “transbordador espacial es-
tadounidense” were not, obviously, consid-
ered a paraphrase. About redundancies, it
can be observed that “transbordador espa-
cial atlantis” contains “Atlantis”, but both
statements express the same idea, i.e., they
are a semantic paraphrase. In addition, this
example illustrates the affirmation given by
(Shinyama et al., 2002) that expressions con-
sidered as paraphrases are different from do-
main to domain.
The evaluators labeled every single pair
with a boolean value: YES if it was con-
sidered that a paraphrase was given between
both statements, and NO on the contrary.
The assessments of the three experts were
used as a votation. Then, for every possible
pair of statements, it was finally decided that
it was a paraphrase if at least two of the labels
given by the assessors to the pair were YES.
Following this criterion, from the 393 can-
didate pairs of statements, 291 were consid-
ered paraphrases, i.e., 74%. The agreement
inter–annotator was of 76%. The three ex-
perts labeled simoultaneously with YES 204
pairs, and labeled simoultaneously with NO
48 pairs. Then, a total agreement was given
for 252 pairs, i.e., 86.6% of the ones that were
considered paraphrases.
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4.1 Problems detected and
suggestions for improvement
The biggest disagreements between annota-
tors were given in “difficult” pairs such as,
for example: “pa´ıses que forman la OTAN
actualmente” (countries that conform the
NATO at the moment) and “diecise´is” (six-
teen); this is because, for some people, a
number can not substitute a set of countries
but, for some other people, in a determined
context it can be said, indifferently, for ex-
ample: “... the countries that conform the
NATO at the moment held a meeting in Paris
last week...” or “... the sixteen held a meet-
ing in Paris last week...”.
This situation suggested the analysis of
the pairs involved in disagreements. From it,
several phenomena were detected. The most
frequent ones are shown in the following list:
• Some errors are introduced by the anno-
tators, because they do not consider ac-
curately the context in which the state-
ments are. As an example, one of the
annotators did not consider the pair “or-
ganizacio´n que dirige yaser arafat” (or-
ganization leaded by yasser arafat) and
“autoridad nacional palestina” (pales-
tinian national authority) a paraphrase
because nowadays Yasser Arafat does
not lead the Palestinian National Au-
thority.
• When one of the statements of the pair
comes from a factoid–type question of
the QA exercise, and its answers are re-
stricted to a date (see (Magnini et al.,
2006) for more information about this
kind of questions and answer restric-
tions), then “difficult” pairs as the fol-
lowing appear: “murio´ stalin” (stalin
died) and “5 de marzo de 1953” (5th
March 1953). Some annotators con-
sider that there is a paraphrase but it
is because they infer some words that
are missing in the affirmative form of
the question in order to complete the
overall context of the pair. Thus, for
this pair some annotators actually un-
derstand “fecha en la que murio´ stalin”
(date in which stalin died) instead of
“murio´ stalin”. This example shows that
some disagreements can be induced by
the transformation into affirmative form.
• Some annotators are more strict than
others when considering the grammati-
cal accuracy of the statements. QA sys-
tems sometimes introduce little gram-
matical errors in their responses, and
this affects the consideration about the
existence of paraphrase. This is more
frequent in answers given to date–type
or location–type questions, because of
the format given to them by the QA
systems. The following two examples il-
lustrate the case: first, in the pair “3
de abril de 1930” (3rd april 1930) and
“3 abril 1930” (3 april 1930), the first
statement is correct but in the second
the prepositon “de” is missing; despite
the fact that it can be perfectly under-
stood, some annotators think that it has
no sense; second, in the pair “lilleham-
mer (noruega)” (lillehammer (norway))
and “lillehammer noruega” (lillehammer
norway), the lacking parentheses in the
latter statement made some annotators
consider that it could be interpreted as
a compound name instead of a pair of
names (the city and its country).
• Another source of disagreement is the
fact that there is not a bidirectional en-
tailment between the two statements of
the pair. The pair “lepra” (leprosy) and
“enfermedad infecciosa” (infectious dis-
ease) serves as an example. Leprosy is
a infectious disease, but not every infec-
tious disease is leprosy. Despite of this
fact, some annotators considered that
there is a paraphrase, because under de-
termined contexts both statements can
be used indifferently.
• Sometimes, errors acquired from the QA
assessment process cause different opin-
ions among the annotators. For exam-
ple, the pair “deep blue” and “ordenador
de ajedrez” (chess computer) is in the
corpus because the assessors of the QA
exercise considered “ordenador de aje-
drez” (chess computer) as an adequate
answer for the question “¿que´ es deep
blue?” (what is deep blue?). Despite the
fact that the annotators were asked to
consider all the statements as validated,
those of them who knew that, in fact,
Deep Blue is not a computer devoted to
play chess, did not label the pair as para-
phrase.
These problems suggest that the assess-
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ment process should be improved. Thus, not
only a simple labelling action but a more
complex process should be accomplished.
Two alternative propositions for a better as-
sessment process are outlined here:
1. In a first round, the assessors not only la-
bel the pairs but write an explanation for
every decission. In a second round, inde-
pendent assessors take a definitive deci-
sion having into account both the vota-
tion among the labels given in the pre-
vious round and the considerations writ-
ten.
2. In a first round, the assessors only label
the pairs and, in a second round, they
discuss the controversial cases, and ev-
eryone can reconsider its opinion to re-
label the pair; if an agreement is not
reached, the pair and the opinions are
submitted to independent assessors.
In addition, the assessment process should
be supervised in order to homogenize crite-
ria about what kind of little errors should be
considered by the assessors; for example, the
lack of parentheses of prepositions.
Of course, some errors can not be avoided
when applying a fully automated process.
For example, pairs without sense such as
“deep blue” and “ordenador de ajedrez”
(chess computer), that depend on the QA as-
sessment process, can not be identified with
shallow techniques.
4.2 What do humans understand
under paraphrase?
Several methods for recognizing paraphrases
or obtaining them from corpora have been
proposed until now, but a doubt arises: what
is exactly what these methods are recognizing
or obtaining? The definition for paraphrase
is very fuzzy and context–dependant, as seen
here; even more, almost every author gives
a definition of his own; for example, the one
given by (Fabre and Jacquemin, 2000):
Two sequences are said to be a para-
phrase of each other if the user of an
information system considers that they
bring identical or similar information
content.
Or the one by (Wan et al., 2006):
[...] paraphrase pairs as bi–directional
entailment,
where a definition for entailment can be
found in (Dagan et al., 2006):
Entailment: whether the meaning of
one text can be inferred (entailed) from
the other.
But these and the other definitions that
can be found for paraphrase can be included
in the simple concept given by (Shinyama et
al., 2002):
Expressing one thing in other words.
This last enunciation is very useful be-
cause it is capable to deal with the variety
of human opinions. But it is not restric-
tive at all. The difficulty when working with
paraphrases lies on its own definition. This
is because of the relatively poor agreement
when different persons have to say if a pair
of expressions can be considered paraphrases.
Thus, paraphrase corpora could be built or
paraphrase recognition systems could be de-
veloped, but every single system using such
resources should be capable of discriminating
the usefulness of the supplied sets of para-
phrases.
5 Conclusions and future work
The annotated corpora from the assessment
processes of campaigns like the CLEF, the
TREC or the NTCIR, grow year by year.
This human work generates a great amount
of validated data that could be successfully
reused. This paper describes a very sim-
ple and little costly way to obtain para-
phrases is described, but it is ot the only nor
the more complex issue that can be accom-
plished. Thus, corpora –aimed at different
applications– could be increased every year
using the newest results of this kind of cam-
paigns. In addition, the rules proposed here
for transforming questions into their affirma-
tive form can be used for automatically build-
ing the corpora needed in future AVEs.
Despite the fact that the concept of para-
phrase is human–dependant and, therefore, it
is not easy to obtain a high agreement inter–
annotator, it has been showed that a high
amount of paraphrases can be obtained by
means of shallow techniques. Anyway, the
assessment process applied to the paraphrase
candidates corpus can be improved; several
ideas for this have been outlined in this pa-
per. As a result of this improvement, the
agreement inter–annotator should increase
and the percentage of identified paraphrases
should decrease, but hopefully not to the
point in which the proposed method should
be considered useless. In the near future new
models for this assessment process should be
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evaluated, in order to determine the most ap-
propriate one. Appart from the accuracy of
the assessment process, the results obtained
at the present time suggest that it will be in-
teresting to test if paraphrase corpora, as the
one presented in this paper, are really useful
for different applications; and if it is worth-
while to implement more complex techniques
or the little errors produced do not interfere
with the performance of these applications.
This will determine if such corpora should
be obtained every year after evaluation cam-
paings as the one accomplished at CLEF.
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